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Note: The High School Congress of the NABC is led 

by the National High School Basketball Coaches 

Association. The NHSBCA consistenly shares ideas 

for the good of high school coaches 

The Basketball Coaches Association of Michigan (BCAM) 
has a unique committee that brings together our state's athletic 
association (MHSAA) and official associations from around our 
state. This group is called the Basketball Officials and Coaches 
Communication Committee (BOCCC). As an ongoing part of 
the BOCCC, we offer articles designed to foster thought and 
discussion. Mindful of the idea that referees and coaches bear an 
equal responsibility in making basketball a great learning experi
ence for the players, we offer the following forms of communication 
that detract from the game-day experience. 

It is our sincere desire that this article serves to encourage 
reflection among coaches and game officials for the betterment of 
our great game. 

What follows is a list of things that referees would rather not 
see or hear from coaches during a game. They are presented in no 
particular order. 

l. Screaming 

It is true that screaming is a form of communication. But ask 
yourself: what is my communication goal here? Your intent is to 
probably have the game official pay closer attention to the point 
that you are trying to make. Do you really think that the official is 
going to improve their judgment after they have been yelled at? 

We have all seen a coach scream at a referee. Now think about 
the number of times that you have seen a referee scream at a coach. 
Point to Consider: Don't scream at police officers, judges or labor 
arbitrators. It isn't smart and it isn't professional. 

2. Dlsmtssive Gestures, I.e. the two hand wave-off 

Pretend that you are at practice. The team is working on a drill 
where the defenders are cutting off the baseline drive. You are 

confronted with a player who isn't willing to put forth the effort to 
fully commit to the technique. You stop the drill and explain to the 
player why this technique is important to the team's defensive 
strategy. After your explanation, the player turns his back to you 
and gives you the two hand wave-off. How would you react? 

When we use the same gesture toward a referee, it sends the 
same disrespectful message. This gesture serves to incite the 
spectators and by rule is grounds for an unsporting Technical Foul. 
Point to Consider: Treat others as you would like to be treated. 

3. Taking liberties with the coach's box 

Whatever your opinion is concerning the coach's box, it is 
here to stay. It is a rule just like goaltending. Officials are not 
allowed to pick and choose the rules that they will enforce. 

When officials are forced to divert some of their attention to 
enforcement of the coach's box, it detracts from their ability to 
referee the game itself. 
Point to Consider: We, as coaches, aren't supposed to be 
the center of attention. The focal point of the event should 
be on the players. 

4. Gesturing with officiating signals, I.e. traveling,

carrying, double dribble, fouls, etc 

Like the two hand wave-off, these gestures just incite the 
crowd and by rule are grounds for an unsporting Technical Foul. 
Point to Consider: At the next free throw opportunity, talk with 
the referee about your concerns. 

5. Ignoring a player's behavior which has led to a

technical foul. 

Technical Fouls are a serious breach of the rules. Officials tend 
to reserve this punishment for only the most egregious infractions. 
If a referee has called such a foul on your player and you ignore the 
message, you are condoning the player's behavior. This in effect 
amounts to showing up the referee. 
Point to Consider: Depending on the severity of the infraction, 
temporarily remove the player from the game. In this way you can 
support the decision of the game official. 

6. Constant running commentary on how the game

Is being oUlclated. 

Officiating a game takes great concentration. Positioning, 
court coverage, constantly scanning the floor, timing issues, rule 
interpretations, etc., are continually going through the official's 
mind. A coach's on-going narrative relating to how the game is 
being officiated only serves to distract the referee from their 
primary job. 

Just as you have learned to tune out the incessant noise of the 
kids on the bus ride to the game; the officials will tune out your 
nonstop complaining narrative. 
Point to Consider: Pick your spots, without making a dramatic 
show of your concerns. 

XV. Coach/ Official
Relationship
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